TAPAS by the numbers

- 8 new accounts in the past month
- 80 new accounts in past 6 months
- 300 total accounts, 27 by TEI-C members
- 39 projects, with approximately 75 collections
- 8 new projects in past 6 months
- Approximately 3 projects and 30 accounts that are student/course related (in some cases a single login may serve for an entire class)
- 19 public-facing projects
- More than 700 TEI records; roughly 320 new TEI records in the past 6 months
- 188 institutions represented overall
TAPAS Classroom

- Add new viewing options to support teaching with TEI
- Support upload and sharing of supporting documents
- Engage humanities teachers in using TAPAS in the classroom
- Make TAPAS more extensible
General development

• Ongoing improvements to underlying architecture
• Improvements to work flow
• Develop TAPAS Commons
• Make TAPAS more extensible
Next steps

- Developing NEH Digital Advancement proposal focusing on ODD and TEI Processing
- Exploring work flows for scholarly editing
- TEI/TAPAS user survey
Participate!

• Join TAPAS Classroom discussions
• Contribute to the design process
• Test new features
• Use TAPAS in your teaching
• Add TEI data to the TAPAS Commons

@TAPAS_Project
info@tapasproject.org